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About This Game

Animals Memory: Insect

is a card game with images of various insects that will test your memory. The aim of the game is to find pairs of cards. This part
of the game is aimed at fans of insects

game Features:
- Different levels of difficulty. From simple to complex.

- 38 cards with pictures of insects.
- It develops memory and is suitable for children of all ages, babies, preschoolers, school children, teenagers and adults.

- 18 levels. Ranging from lightweight to large and complex levels.
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Title: Animals Memory: Insect
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Laush Dmitriy Sergeevich
Publisher:
Laush Studio
Release Date: 26 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP and newer

Processor: Athlon 2 X3 450

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce EN9600 GT

Storage: 50 MB available space

English
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Really cute, short story. Nice voice acting.. Well, this game was a surprise for me, I was awaiting for this price less quality, but
voice acting, music, and gameplay are pretty good. Story is really interesting. The one moment about this game that bothers me
that this game is pretty hard, I mean, in some moments, but most of the time game is pretty interesting and well done. If you like
hard games with some interesting story, this game for you.. Despite that the game is a bit short, it's a good game.. Nice game
reminds me of Broforce. The inventory kinda gets in the way when you are trying to descend down terrain and go for the kill on
enemies. Also the controls are not bad just a little weird, and the stealth would stick and i wolud remain in stealth until hit. All in
all i like it and even though i didnt play much i plan to, lets keep it going.. I enjoyed playing this game. I played it until the end
which has a to be continued ending. I like the story. I like the characters. I can hardly wait for Wind Child White to come out so
I can continue the story. I like to be coninued games because it says there's gonna be more later. This was a fun game to play and
I look forward to the sequel. I like buying spellbooks for characters and finfding some too. I just hope we keep our characters
weapons, armor, accessories and level and skills.
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A vertical scrolling Shoot-em-up that features a large number of very similar levels and bosses. The major challenge focus is
keeping the combo multiplier growing to ever increasing heights. However, that's pretty much it difficulty wise since enemies
don't even attempt to target the player.. AstroPop Deluxe is one of the seemingly forgotten and less popular PopCap games that
was a match-four before the days of money grabbing mobile games. It still has that 90s feel while also easily appealing to those
who have only ever played these sorts of strategy games outside of the mobile market, and still holds up fairly well to this day,
as it usually is with PopCap's titles.

You start out by playing as one of two astronauts, each of them going out to save one of the other two astronauts available. The
"story" itself only takes a couple hours to get through, detailing the quest of the two starter characters to save their friends, after
which endless mode unlocks. Each character has a special ability that can be unlocked to help you clear waves of ever increasing
and ever changing blocks. The gameplay is fairly simple, attach colored blocks from the playing field to your spaceship and
launch them at other blocks to make a match, clearing the path for your ship to move forward. Certain blocks have special
abilities to help you clear your way, and other blocks only exist to halt your progress further. AstroPop is one of those games
that goes on endlessly, as long as you have the skill to keep up with levels that increase in difficulty.

The gameplay is very solid for a 12 year old game - simple enough to be accesable to everyone yet challenging enough that there
is a challenge for those who want one. The sound effects and visuals are really easy to just get lost in, with vibrant colors and
particle effects on large combos and matches. It's a very flashy, vibrant and visually appealing game with shape modes for those
with colorblindness. The sound effects and combo noises paired with the visual effects make it all the more satisfying when a
good match is made, and doesn't interupt the flow of the gameplay just for flair.

AstroPop makes a cute game for all ages, simple enough to play but with a strategy curve to master. I first played this years ago
as a young child, and could see children today still enjoying this game and its simple mechanics, as well as the adults that grew
up in this era of computer gaming. As with all of PopCap's games, AstroPop is fairly cheap on Steam and offers an endless
strategy experience for anyone who enjoys these mobile-esque games. For puzzle and strategy lovers of all ages, I highly
recommend picking this game up, even if on a sale, and giving it a try.. Positive Stuff
Most of the Tracks are great on their own. Bikeselection is pretty boring, which is expected (thats a positive). Customization is
good, just short of great. Driving School (yay) unlocks better brakes, mid-air control, scrubs, etc. (meh).

Now the meaty stuff.

The graphics are good, the performance isn't. i get 70-150fps at 1080p medium without SSAA with a Vega56 which is quite
the spread. Now, dont get me wrong, it does look good and is the best looking MX game ever. But does that justify that kind of
performance? Hell no. This is a 'tiny' game compared to giants like FH4 with massive open worlds, hughe variety in Cars,
Textures, Effects, etc. and insane render distances. A clear 'meh' from me.

The driving physics are lackluster... but acceptable (after a while). The bikes, especially the 450's feel like loaded semis on
gravel. The 250 are a a tiny bit better. Yeah, it's not great and a step back from mxgp pro, but i can adapt to this.
But if you ever wondered what it's like to ride a 250kg, 50KW street-tire Hayabusa on loose gravel.... then here you go.

The air physics are okay and feel like they improved a teeny tiny bit. The scrubs and whips on the other hand... are some of the
worst milestone ever put out there. They lock you into these clumsy and unsatisfying animations which take forever to finish
and are 'hard' to pull off right under pressure. But even when you manage to pull one off just right.... they still look and feel
unsatisfiying(to me).

The AI is by far the worst offender here. Their ability to push/crash or divebomd you at any point of the track is impressive to
say the least. Yes, they will even divebomb you in the air. They'll also follow their idealline to the teeth. If that means powling
though 3 other AI's and a Player then thats what they're going to do.

As bad as that is on it's own, the worst thing about them is that they blatently cheat. This isn't out of the ordinary by it
self. A lot of arcade racers did that in the past and are still doing it in the present (i'm looking at you NFS). Most of them had
one thing i common: They (at the very least) make a effort to hide it.
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It's really obvious when the AI is Landing. Because they'll land anything. 9.9 out of 10 times.
>AI misses a quad by a mile and facepalms mother earth at 65mph? Keep on driving Ivan!

This leads to the AI taking some at the very least questionable and most of the time borderline insane racing lines.

Now, if you had the choice between either fixing broken Animations and cheaty AI or! creating a bunch of DLC's, how many
DLC's would you sell?

Overall, i'd give this game a 6/10.. One Word could explain everything
--- SUCK ---
#Coupon #Trading Card. Love your game bro reminds me of a lot of good times keep up the good work. This was one of the
first games I bought here, and I don't regret it. This game is very short - only a Part 1 in what I assume is an impending series -
but a fun point-and-click adventure with some pleasing riddles and puzzles to solve. Not to mention that "gorgeous" doesn't
describe the way the game's set looks; I'm likely to replay it just to watch the camerawork, motion and scenery in action.

As mentioned above, it is definitely a Part 1; the game is extremely short, and that should be taken under consideration upon
purchase. However it's sequel, Lumino City, is out now. I look forward to grabbing it and adding my review to this one.. Too
glitchy makes it basicly unplayeable. This game is a lot of fun if you have a group of four folks who love pen and paper style
RPGs. Unlike many RPGs, the text is actually quite well written and not tedious, so you don't end up clicking through it just to
get to the "action."
The pacing is slow, and it feels more akin to you and your friends participating in a Roll20.net game than it does playing a video
game. On the downside, the music is good but very repetitive. I ended up listening to podcasts.

I can see lots of potential if they open the game up for player designed scenarios in the workshop.. Watch out this is a scam
purchased and was billed 14.99 not 4.99,plus say its installed but can not find,skip this a lessonl learned,got burned bad,Steam
never issues refunds,
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